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LL Constitutions evolve – but an un-

written Constitution evolves obscurely.

The rules of the game of British Government

have changed subtly, year by year. It is the job

of the political scientist to monitor the

changes, constantly assessing whether

seemingly established rules still apply.

Vernon Bogdanor’s brilliant achieve-ment in

putting together The British Constitution

emphasises this theme. What follows is a

brief attempt to underline the transitory basis

of our governmental arrangements.

Let me set out, in one portmanteau sentence,

what any middle of the road teacher of

politics might have expounded to his

students forty or fifty years ago.

Britain is (1) governed under an (2) unwritten

constitution that is (3) unitary and (4) central-

ised by a (5) Cabinet that is (6) individually

responsible and (7) collectively responsible to

a (8) Sovereign Parliament with (9) two

parties elected (10) first-past-the-post by a

(11) stable electorate.

Each of the eleven propositions implicit in

that sentence has come under challenge

during the last half-century

1. Britain is governed. Are we governed? The

sense that there is an authority in

Westminster capable of controlling the

economy and shaping the nation’s future has

diminished with the advance of globalisation

and the entry into Europe. A widespread

scepticism has developed about the ability of

any government to govern.

2. Unwritten Constitution. A century ago

Austen Chamberlain could say ‘unconsti-

tutional is just a term used in politics when

the other fellow does something you don’t

like’. There was no document to turn to in

order to decide what was constitutionally

proper. But now there exists the Treaty of

Rome and its successors, the Scotland Act, the

Government of Wales Act; and the Human

Rights Act also set limits to what the

government at Westminster can do. Many of

the rules of the game are still unwritten but

there is much now set down in de facto

unrepealable law which judges in London or

in Strasbourg can interpret.

3. Unitary. Fifty years ago it was possible to

argue that Montesquieu and Blackstone were

fundamentally wrong and that there was no

separation of powers in Britain. The executive

and the legislature were merged, buckled

together through a Cabinet dependent on

parliamentary approval, and, in contrast to

the USA, Parliament could not be overridden

by the judiciary. Today there is much more

conflict between executive and legislature,

Party rebellions in the Commons have

significantly increased. The Upper House

presents much more of a problem to the the

government. But the separation of the

judiciary has become even more important.

In the last twenty years recourse to judicial

review of executive actions has multiplied

five-fold. More and more government

policies have been challenged under the

European Convention of Human Rights

which, since the Human Rights Act 1998, has

produced many cases for British judges. The

growth in the influence of the judiciary

means that the student of British

Government today needs to be versed in law

to a degree unknown in the 1950s.

4. Centralised. The overwhelming bulk of

public business used to be conducted in

London. In the last thirty years it has moved

more and more to Brussels and to Edinburgh

and Cardiff. There has also been a great deal

of administrative devolution to provincial

centres. Elected English Regional Authorities

are now on the political agenda.

5. Cabinet. The Cabinet meets for many

fewer hours than it did forty years ago.

Government decisions tend now to be

announced in the name of the Prime Minister

rather than the Cabinet. The idea that they

all emanate from serious collective dis-

cussions around the Cabinet table is seen as

absurd.

6. Collectively responsible. The doctrine

remains that ‘we all hang together lest we

hang separately’ and that ‘any minister who

disagrees with government policy must resign

– or at least keep silent’. But the leaks about

ministers’ disagreements have vastly in-

creased and the fact that so much less is

debated in full Cabinet has greatly eroded

the doctrine.

7. Individually responsible. The old doctrine

was that ‘for every action of a servant of the

Crown a minister is answerable to

Parliament’ and ‘ministers take both the

praise and the blame for policies and

administration; civil servants are

anonymous.’ The doctrine still stands but it

has been eroded by officials appearing more

in public and testifying before Select

Committees. It has also been eroded by

ministers passing the buck to officials.

8. Sovereign Parliament. The absolute sover-

eignty of Parliament, idealised by Blackstone

and Dicey and Jennings, has been much

reduced. Since Britain’s adherence to the

Treaty of Rome in 1972, authority has passed

increasingly to European institutions. The

European Convention of Human Rights,

ratified in 1950, especially after the Human

Rights Act, 1998, has guided British Courts

more and more. The absolute sovereignty of

Parliament looks increasingly mythical.

9. Two parties. In 1955, 97 per cent of

the popular vote was divided between
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Conservative and Labour and all but 7 of the

Members of Parliament were attached to

those parties. In 2001 the big parties only got

72 per cent of the vote while 81 MPs

represented other groupings. In nine of the

sixteen post-1945 Parliaments that figure

would have been enough to deny the

government a clear majority. The possibility

of hung parliaments has greatly increased.

10. First-past-the-post. The electoral system

for the House of Commons remains un-

changed – but since 1974 it has become

the subject of active discussion. The Labour

party entered government in 1997 committed

to holding a referendum on a change of

system. The referendum was never held

and the pioneering Jenkins Report was not

taken seriously. But the government installed

the Additional Member System for the new

devolved assemblies in Scotland Wales and

London and for elections to the European

Parliament. The first-past-the-post electoral

system (which now works in an increasingly

capricious way) can be less and less trusted

to produce clear single party governments.

11. Stable electorate. Party loyalties used to be

much stronger than they are today. Between

1945 and 1959 in only one by-election in

twenty was the incumbent party defeated;

between 1974 and 1997 the figure jumped to

one in three. Opinion polls also showed

much more violent fluctuations. In these

circumstances, it becomes increasingly

necessary to expect the unexpected.

Much of Britain’s established parliamentary,

judicial, and administrative culture survives.

The past remains a useful guide to the future.

But there can be no doubt that exact

observation and thinking about consti-

tutional rules is going to be needed. A new

edition of The British Constitution will be

required before many years have passed.

Professor Nigel Thorp is Director of the Academy Research Project

that has created an on-line edition of Whistler’s correspondence.

Here he gives an account of a source that is important not only for

the artist himself, but also for the study of European and American

art in the second half of the nineteenth century.

‘Writing is not my forte.’ – ‘I am
a deuced bad correspondent.’ –
‘I have given up writing altogether.’
– ‘You know how my not writing is
only the result of my utter
abhorrence of the pen.’ – ‘I am
such a shocking correspondent! and
if you only knew how much rather I
would do anything than write you
would perhaps understand this
miserable scrawl I am guilty of now
and forgive it.’

In his voluminous correspondence, the

American-born painter and etcher James

McNeill Whistler (1834–1903) found many

ways of claiming that he wrote letters only

reluctantly, on account of the time that they

took away from his work. He managed

nonetheless to overcome this reluctance with

remarkable energy. Scores of letters were

dispatched to newspapers and art journals

over forty years, taking issue with critics and

other commentators. In personal circles, the

stream of letters could become intense, with

matters on one occasion becoming so heated

that his elder brother George begged him to

alter his ways:

‘Nobody can indulge in the style of letter

writing you permit yourself without

coming to grief […] It is a very serious

thing my dear Jim that you are afflicted

with this mania – you will have to correct

it to succeed in life.’

This followed Whistler’s expulsion from the

Burlington Fine Arts Club in 1868 after a

violent argument with a fellow member

(indeed his brother-in-law), the surgeon and

etcher Francis Seymour Haden, and a flood of

letters that Whistler had written to put his

side of the case. Not uncharacteristically,

Whistler did not follow his brother’s advice:

he did nonetheless achieve outstanding

success, though his brother, who died the

following year, did not live to see it.

Whistler came to be one of the most

influential artists in Britain in the second half

of the nineteenth century. He was acknow-

ledged as a master of etching at an early age,

and his controversial position as a painter, as

well as his own publications, kept him in the

forefront of public attention throughout his

career. His White Girl, for instance, was

rejected by the Royal Academy in 1862 and

also by the Paris Salon in 1863, though it went

on to become one of the centrepieces of the

Salon des Refusés later that year in Paris. His

portrait of his mother, which is now perhaps

his single best-known work, painted after she

had left Civil War America to live with her

artist son in Chelsea, was only accepted by the

Academy in 1872 after the portrait painter Sir

William Boxall had threatened to resign. By
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